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High-Energy Emission from a Magnetar Giant Flare1
in the Sculptor Galaxy2
The Fermi LAT collaboration⇤3
ABSTRACT4
Magnetars are the most highly-magnetized neutron stars in the cosmos (B ⇠ 1013 15G). Giant flares from magnetars
are rare, short-duration (about 0.1 s) bursts of hard X-rays and soft g rays1,2. We report here the discovery of GeV
emission from a magnetar giant flare (MGF) on 15 April, 20203–5. The Large Area Telescope (LAT) on board the Fermi
Gamma-ray Space Telescope detected GeV g rays from 19 s until 284 s after the initial detection of a signal in the
MeV band. Our analysis shows that these g rays are spatially associated with the nearby (3.5 Mpc) Sculptor galaxy
and are unlikely to originate from a cosmological g-ray burst. Thus, we infer that the g rays originated with the MGF
in Sculptor. We suggest that the GeV signal is generated by an ultra-relativistic outflow that first radiates the prompt
MeV-band photons, and then deposits its energy far from the stellar magnetosphere. After a propagation delay, the
outflow interacts with environmental gas, produces shock waves that accelerate electrons to very high energies and
these then emit GeV g rays as optically thin synchrotron radiation.
5
On 15 Apr 2020, the Fermi Gamma-ray Burst Monitor (GBM) triggered and located GRB 200415A4 initially classified as6
a short (duration<2 seconds) Gamma-ray Burst (SGRB). The Interplanetary Network of g-ray detectors (IPN1) reduced the7
uncertainty on the GBM position to 20 sq. arcmin suggesting that the GRB originated from the nearby Sculptor galaxy3, located8
at a distance of ⇠3.5 Mpc6. This, with the resemblance of the GBM sub-MeV light curve7 to the extragalactic Soft Gamma9
Repeater (SGR) giant flare candidates GRB 0511033, 8 and GRB 0702019, and the detection of quasi-periodic oscillations10
(QPOs) by the Atmosphere-Space Interaction Monitor (ASIM)5, led to the identification of GRB 200415A as a Magnetar Giant11
Flare (MGF) in Sculptor. GRB 200415A was 43  from the LAT boresight at the GBM trigger time T0 (08:48:05.563746 UTC)12
and remained well within the LAT field of view (FOV) until 500 seconds after T0. Three g rays were detected by the LAT,13
allowing the localization of GRB 200415A at high energies (>100 MeV): this represents the first detection of high-energy14
gamma-ray emission from an MGF, and suggests that magnetars can power the relativistic outflows observed in some SGRBs.15
To study the localization of the g-ray signal observed by the LAT we perform a likelihood analysis and compute a test16
statistic (TS) for the presence of the source at different positions. The best position is obtained from the maximum of the17
TS (TSmax= 29, corresponding to a detection significance close to 5s , see the Method section). Then, the variation of the18
TS around this position provides the map of localization contours shown in Figure 1. The iso-contours in red encompass19
localization probabilities of 68% and 90%. Four galaxies (IC 1576, IC 1578, IC 1582 and NGC 253) from the NGC 200020
catalog10 are located within a circular region of radius r99, whose area is equivalent to the 99% c.l., and which is centered on21
the maximum of the TS map at R.A., Dec. = 11.13 , -24.97  (J2000). NGC 253, also known as the Sculptor galaxy, with its22
high star-formation activity and flux integrated between 100 MeV and 100 GeV of (1.3±0.2)⇥10 8 cm 2s 1, is a starburst23
galaxy already detected in g rays11, 12. The center of the galaxy lies on the contour containing a localization probability of 72%.24
We apply the likelihood ratio (LR) method13 to quantify the reliability of a possible association of the g-ray source with25
Sculptor. This method can distinguish between two situations: the true counterpart associated with a g-ray emitter, which26
appears to lie at a certain distance due to localization uncertainties, or a background object which, by chance, happens to lie27
close to the g-ray position. Our analysis takes into account the angular size of the counterpart candidate and the elongated28
shape of the LAT localization contours shown in Figure 1. Since the LR method takes into account the magnitude of the galaxy,29
we find that the Sculptor galaxy is the most likely host galaxy of the source detected by the LAT with a LR value ⇠ 60 times30
larger than the values for other galaxies. To evaluate the statistical significance of this association, we compare the LR values31
obtained in these analyses with the same analyses repeated over a sample of random locations in the sky. The p-values range32
from 3.2⇥10 4 to 2.9⇥10 3 depending on the particular analysis (see details in the Method section). Both analyses suggest33
positional association between Sculptor and the LAT g-ray detection. Assuming that the emission detected by the LAT is from34
an SGRB, our calculation of the False Alarm Rates (FARs) range from 5.4⇥10 4 yr 1 to 4.7⇥10 3 yr 1.35
We perform a detailed maximum likelihood spectral analysis of the LAT emission by modeling GRB 200415A as a point36
source with a power-law spectrum. As part of our analysis we estimate the probability that each photon detected by the LAT37
is associated with the point source, as opposed to any of the other model components. Three events are associated with the38
1http://ssl.berkeley.edu/ipn3/index.html
Figure 1. Map of the localization contour probability. The contours encompassing a probability of 68% and 90% are displayed
in red, while the yellow star marks the location of the TS maximum. Galaxies from the NGC 2000 catalog are shown as green
disks, except NGC 253 (Sculptor galaxy), which is shown as an extended source. The gray box indicates the localization
provided by the IPN3. The circle whose area is equivalent to the 99% confidence level is displayed with a gray dashed-dot line,
while the blue circles indicate the 68% containment of the PSF for the three g rays likely associated with the flare.
source with a probability greater than 90%. The arrival times (after T0) of these events are 19, 180 and 284 seconds; with39
energies 480 MeV, 1.3 GeV and 1.7 GeV; respectively. The reconstructed directions of these events are shown in Figure 1 as40
circles with a radius equal to the point-spread function (PSF) of the instrument at their respective energies. To estimate the41
significance of this cluster of three events (triplet) and the probability that it is due to a background fluctuation, we look at a42
region of 1  radius around the location of Sculptor using the entire LAT data set available (more than 12 years of data). Two43
different analyses, applying Li & Ma14 and Bayesian Blocks (BB) methods15, 16, result respectively in p-values of pLi&Ma =44
8.3⇥10 7 and pBB = 2.3⇥10 3. Finally, we calculate the rate of chance coincidence between a LAT triplet signal and a GBM45
SGRB in the same region of Sculptor within a given time window. The FARs for the two analyses are 1.6⇥10 7 yr 1 and46
6.3⇥10 8 yr 1 respectively.47
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To summarize, the FAR to detect high-energy emission from an SGRB spatially associated by chance to Sculptor is one48
event in ⇠200 – 1800 years, depending on the analysis method, while the FAR to also have the event temporally coincident with49
a GBM SGRB is of the order of 1 every ⇠106 – 107 years. Accordingly, we conclude that the LAT signal is associated with an50
MGF event in Sculptor. This represents the first detection of >100 MeV g rays from any magnetar (Galactic or extragalactic).51
The intense GBM emission below 1 MeV defines the so-called “initial spike” of the MGF and must come from a relativistic52
wind4. The three local magnetars that have displayed MGFS (two in the Milky Way and one in the Large Magellanic Cloud)53
each had pulsating late-time emission of effective temperature 10 25 keV, emitting ⇠ 1044 erg of energy over a few hundred54
seconds. The LAT signal cannot come from this region (R . 3⇥107 cm) due to the high opacity17 to g ! e+e  pair creation55
in the magnetar’s enormous magnetic field. The long (tdel = 19 s) delay between the initial spike and first LAT photon detection56
suggests that the GeV emission must take place well outside the light cylinder radius Pc/2p ⇠ 1010  1011 cm for magnetars of57
rotation periods P ⇠ 2 12 s. Thus, the scenario we propose is that the GeV emission arises from dissipation associated with58
the collision between an ultra-relativistic outflow from the MGF and an external shell of swept-up material. The huge energy59
release, ⇠ 1047 erg, within ⇠ 0.14 s4 likely from magnetically-induced crustal fracturing of the magnetar surface18 or from60
the deformation of the magnetosphere19, 20 creates a very hot plasma. Initially the radiation is trapped inside this magnetized61
plasma rich in electron-positron pairs and vastly fewer baryons. The plasma accelerates under its own radiation pressure and62
becomes optically transparent to electron scattering at distances R > 108 cm from the magnetar. The emission of radiation63
from a range of radii and with a range of effective temperatures . 300 keV constitutes a Comptonized spectrum peaking at ⇠ 164
MeV, as observed by the GBM. The accompanying plasma continues its outward flow with a bulk Lorentz factor Gej ⇠ 10065
and kinetic energy ⇠ 3⇥1046 erg 21, 22. Such a high Lotentz factor is in contrast to the MGFs observed in the Milky Way that66
powered only mildly relativistic outflows observed as radio nebulae23, 24 expanding at ⇠ .7c, where the much lower expansion67
velocity can be attributed to entrainment of a larger baryon mass. The inferred kinetic energy of the outflow from the MGF in68
Sculptor is, however, comparable with the total radiated energy in the initial spike, as also inferred for the previous local MGFs.69
In its quiescent state, the magnetar putatively emits a pulsar-type ultra-relativistic Magnetohydrodynamics wind powered by70
its spin-down energy. The continual wind sweeps up interstellar gas, and stalls at a bow shock forming a shell at a distance71
Rbs ⇠ 8⇥ 1015 cm. The MGF outflow, which itself becomes a thin shell over time, therefore propagates essentially in an72
evacuated cavity until it collides with the bow-shock shell. The time of collision is ⇡ Rbs/2G2ejc ⇠ 10 s which is similar to73
the time tdel. After collision, a forward shock propagates in the bow-shock shell and a reverse shock propagates in the MGF74
shell. Electrons are accelerated at the shocks to relativistic energies and emit synchrotron radiation up to GeV energies in75
shock-generated magnetic fields. The duration of the peak emission is ⇡ Rbs/2G2shc ⇠ 400 s, where Gsh ⇠ 20 is the bulk Lorentz76
factor of the forward shock. This is the time scale over which the LAT-detected synchrotron photons with energies up to a few77
GeV (see the Methods section for details).78
GRB 200415A is the first case of an MGF detected at & 100 MeV energies, noting that similarities between the MGFs79
and cosmological GRBs have been pointed out in the past 2, 25, 26. Previous searches in LAT data for persistent hard g-ray80
emission from several Galactic magnetars resulted in stringent upper limits27, 28. The 10–500 seconds (from T0) LAT spectrum81
of GRB 200415A, with a photon index G = 1.7±0.3 and a flux of (4.1±2.2)⇥10 6 cm 2 s 1 (two orders of magnitude82
brighter than the non-variable flux of Sculptor), is typical of an SGRB detected by the LAT. What makes GRB 200415A83
different from other LAT-detected SGRBs is the long delay, ⇠ 19 s compared to . 1 s typical values, between the GBM trigger84
time and the LAT detection29 (see the Method section). Among the 17 SGRBs detected by the LAT in the first 10 years,85
GRB 200415A shows the longest delay between the end of the GBM-detected emission and the beginning of the high-energy86
emission, and only two SGRBs were detected by the LAT for a duration comparable to that of GRB 200415A. While these87
peculiarities by themselves do not rule out GRB 200415A being a cosmological SGRB, its association with Sculptor, its very88
flat GBM spectrum below 1 MeV4, and the quasi-periodic oscillation (QPO) detection by ASIM5, strongly point toward an89
MGF origin.90
We suggest that an ultra-relativistic outflow with energy similar to the prompt g-ray energy emanated from the MGF in91
Sculptor and it hit a dense shell of material surrounding the magnetar. Shock-heated material accelerated electrons to relativistic92
energies which emitted synchrotron radiation in the presence of a magnetic field generated in the shocks. The LAT detected the93
high-energy component of the spectrum for the first time from an MGF as GRB 200415A.94
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The Large Area Telescope2
The Fermi Gamma-Ray Space Telescope was placed in a low-earth orbit on June 11, 2008. Its two scientific instruments, the3
Large Area Telescope (LAT)1, and the Gamma-Ray Burst Monitor (GBM)2, together provide the capability of probing emission4
over several decades in energy. The LAT is a pair production telescope sensitive to g rays in the energy range from ⇠ 30 MeV5
to more than 300 GeV. Whether or not a g ray is detected by the LAT is primarily defined by two angles: the angle z with6
respect to the spacecraft zenith, and the viewing angle q from the LAT boresight. In the analysis performed in this paper, do not7
make any explicit cuts on the angle q ; however, the exposure drops very quickly for q greater than ⇠ 75 . When we calculate8
the exposure and the livetime, on the other hand, we only include time intervals when the entire ROI has z < 100 deg and q <9
80 deg. The wide FOV (⇠2.4 sr at 1 GeV) of the LAT, its high observing efficiency (scanning the entire sky every 3 hours),10
its broad energy range, its large effective area, its low dead time per event (⇠ 27 µs), its efficient background rejection, and11
its good angular resolution (the 68% containment radius of the point-spread function (PSF) is ⇠ 0.8  at 1 GeV) are vastly12
improved in comparison with those of previous instruments. With respect to those, the LAT provides more GRB detections,13
higher statistics per detection, and more accurate localization. From the second LAT GRB catalog (2FLGC)3, the average14
detection rates for the LAT are 1.7 short GRBs and 17 long GRBs per year.15
Detection and localization of the LAT signal16
We perform an unbinned maximum likelihood analysis, using LAT P8_TRANSIENT020E events within a region of interest17
(ROI) with a radius of 12  (initially centered on the GBM final ground position4). We select a time interval of 10–50018
seconds after the GBM trigger time T0, which contains all the g rays detected by the LAT before the GRB exited its19
FOV. We also select the events with energies between 100 MeV and 10 GeV, and with a zenith angle <100  to limit the20
contribution from the bright Earth limb. The GRB photon spectrum is modeled with a power law dN/dE = AEG. The main21
background component consists of charged particles that are mis-classified as g rays. It is included in the analysis using the22
iso_P8R2_TRANSIENT020_V6_v06.txt template. Although the contribution from the Galactic diffuse emissions is23
very small because of the high Galactic latitude of the GRB, it is accounted for by using the gll_iem_v07.fits template1.24
No source from the LAT fourth source catalog (4FGL) is bright enough to be considered in the model of the ROI.25
To localize the GRB and estimate its signal significance in the LAT, we perform a likelihood ratio test for the presence of26
the source at different positions5. Using the gttsmap tool, we evaluate the test statistic (TS) as twice the increment of the27
logarithm of the likelihood by fitting the data with and without the GRB component added to the background components in28
the model. The maximum value, TSmax= 29, is found at a location of R.A., Dec. = 11.13 , -24.97  (J2000), consistent with29
what was first reported by Omodei et al.6. This TSmax value corresponds to a detection significance of 4.4s or 5.0s (one30
sided) if the TS distribution follows (1/2)c24 or (1/2)c22 , respectively. As it is explained in the first LAT GRB catalog7, the31
two coordinates of the source are considered unknown and left free to vary in the former case (namely, 4 degrees of freedom32
including the two spectral parameters), while the latter case is more suitable when an external position is used as an input to the33
analysis (e.g., the GBM initial position here).34
We compute the error contours of the source localization from the variation of the TS values around the best position, namely
the TS maximum. In each pixel i of the map displayed in Figure 1, we first compute the difference in TS as DTSi = TSmax TSi.






The iso-contours containing localization probabilities of 68% and 90% are highlighted in Figure 1.35
The best-fit spectral parameters obtained at the position of TSmax are summarized in Extended Data Table 1. We also36
calculate the isotropic energy (Eiso) and luminosity (Liso) assuming the distance of the Sculptor galaxy of ⇠3.5 Mpc8. Finally,37
we use the gtsrcprob tool to compute the probability for each LAT g ray to be associated with the LAT-detected source. The38
first g ray exceeding a probability of 90% arrives at T0+19.18 s, with an energy of 480 MeV. A 1.3 GeV photon is detected at39
T0+180.22 s, while the highest-energy g ray is a 1.7 GeV photon at T0+284.05 s. All of these g rays belong to the SOURCE40
class (or to a cleaner event class), which results from a tight event classification that reduces drastically the residual background41
rate. Extended Data Table 2 shows all the g rays detected within the 12  ROI with their probability to be associated with the42
GRB. The three g rays with the highest association probability (>90%) are displayed in Figure 1 with circles of radius equal to43
the 68% containment radius of the LAT PSF9, 10.44
1Both templates are available at the Fermi Science Support Center: https://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/
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Spatial association of the high-energy emission with the Sculptor galaxy45
Four galaxies from the NGC2000 catalog11 (IC 1576, IC 1578, IC 1582 and NGC 253) are located within the ROI centered at
the position of the LAT source with radius r99, and many more fainter galaxies are certainly located inside the region. Adding
more galaxies from catalogs with a greater limiting magnitude (more fainter galaxies) would vastly increase the number of
counterpart candidates. To take this consideration into account, we adopt the likelihood ratio (LR) method12, applied in several
studies for counterpart searches in different catalogs13–21. This approach allows us to obtain and quantify the reliability of
a possible g-ray association, using the counterparts’ local surface density: in this sense the LR can be used to calculate the
probability that a suggested association is the true counterpart of a source. If we define ra,b as the angular distance d between






The probability that a counterpart b lies at a distance ra,b from the g-ray localization a is distributed as a Rayleigh distribution
(ra,b e
 r2a,b /2), while the probability that b is a background source that, by chance, happens to lie close to the position a follows







a,b /2, N( mb ) is the surface density of sources brighter than the counterpart candidate b (of magnitude mb ) and
A is the solid angle spanned by r99. To evaluate the surface density N( mb ), we count the galaxies brighter than the candidate
b in a region of 20  around the g-ray source. At the position of the LAT-detected source, the values of the LR for the four
galaxies are LR=2.1 (IC 1576), 2.9 (IC 1578), 0.3 (IC 1582), and 60 (NGC 253). Although two NGC galaxies (IC 1576 and
IC 1578) are closer to the LAT best position, the LR favors the most luminous NGC 253 (the Sculptor galaxy). To take into
account the extension of the counterpart galaxy, expressed by its radial angular extent in optical rext, we modified equation 3 for









To quantify the significance of the LR and LRext values we perform a set of 105 simulations by randomizing the position over46
the sky of the LAT excess, and repeating the procedure described above. For every random position we select the maximum of47
the LR and LRext, that corresponds to the galaxy with greatest association probability within the ROI, and we fill a histogram48
with these values. The LR method can also be applied using the probability map illustrated in Figure 1. From this map we49
can directly evaluate 1 pi, with pi from equation 1, and use it as the numerator in the LR formula. In this way, we consider50
the shape of the TS map and we abandon the hypothesis implicit in the Rayleigh distribution that the two spatial coordinates51
are are independently normally distributed. Like in the previous case, we generate 105 observations, choosing the position52
of the TS map randomly on the celestial sphere. For each location, we compute the LR values for the NGC galaxies in the53
ROI, considering them as point-like or extended sources. The p-values quantify the potential association between the Sculptor54
galaxy and the LAT g-ray source. They are defined as the number of cases where the LR is greater than that obtained for the55
Sculptor galaxy divided by the total number of simulated cases. They can thus be obtained from the normalized cumulative56
distributions, displayed in Extended Data Figure 1. The two distributions (point-like vs. extended source) are similar and57
yield comparable association probabilities. For the Rayleigh case, p-values range from 1.7⇥10 3 to 2.9⇥10 3, while using58
the TS map to compute the LR gives lower p-values, 3.2⇥10 4 for point-like sources and 3.6⇥10 4 for extended sources.59
Lower p-values are expected from this second analysis given the elongation of the TS map toward the Sculptor galaxy, with a60
smaller value for the extended case because of the large extension of the Sculptor galaxy (⇠25 arcmin). Assuming that the61
emission detected at high energies is from a short GRB (SGRB), we can calculate the False Alarm Rate (FAR) by multiplying62
the p-values by the rate of SGRBs observed by the LAT. Values range from 5.4⇥10 4 yr 1 to 4.7⇥10 3 yr 1 as summarized in63
the first part of Extended Data Table 3.64
Both the analyses suggest strong likelihood of positional association between the Sculptor galaxy and the LAT g-ray source.65
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Significance of the temporal coincidence66
From Extended Data Table 2, we can see that three g rays with energies 0.5, 1.3 and 1.7 GeV are reconstructed within 1 degree
of Sculptor, and they arrive within a time span of approximately 300 s. We calculate the significance of the LAT triplet by
selecting all the SOURCE events (between 100 MeV and 300 GeV) received by the LAT in 12 years of data within a radius of
1  from the center of the Sculptor galaxy (R.A., Dec. = 11.89 ,  25.29 , J2000). The total livetime of the selected ROI is about
2.98 years. To compute the probability that three photons cluster by chance, due to statistical fluctuations of the background, in
the 10–500 s interval after T0, we apply the Likelihood Ratio method described by Li & Ma22. The maximum likelihood ratio,

















where NS = 3 and NB = 5361 are respectively the number of LAT photons observed during and outside the analysis time
window and a is the ratio between the analyzed time interval (490 s) and the total livetime (about 2.98 years). The significance
S of the LAT triplet signal can thus be calculated as:
S ⇡
p
 2lnl = 5.3s , (7)
corresponding to a p-value of 8.3⇥10 7. To estimate whether such a cluster of three events is common for the analyzed ROI,
we use again the entire LAT data set of the Sculptor galaxy region to compute the time intervals Dti for each triplet i formed by
three consecutive events:
Dti = ti+2   ti. (8)
Thus, the resulting intervals are used to create the dashed red histogram of Extended Data Figure 2, in which the blue line
corresponds to the Fermi orbit period and the orange line shows the Dt of the triplet of photons observed for the LAT-detected
source. This simple analysis does not consider that the ROI periodically enters and exits the LAT FOV, potentially splitting
some triplets into different time windows. To take this effect into account, we perform a second and more conservative analysis
subtracting from each Dti the duration of the time intervals during which the ROI is not observable (Bad Time Intervals, BTI).
As expected, the bulk of the distribution moves toward shorter time intervals (green histogram in Extended Data Figure 2) but
no significant new entries appear at the tail of the distribution. This corrected histogram is in agreement with the theoretical
curve expected in case of independent events (black dashed line in Extended Data Figure 2). For a Poisson distribution of g ray
arrival times from a steady source, indeed, the probability density P to observe a triplet with time interval Dt given the mean
rate R is:
P(Dt) = R2Dt e RDt . (9)
With a rate R ⇡ 5.7⇥10 5 Hz, this results in a probability of 1.4⇥10 4 for an interval shorter than Dt ⇡ 300 s.67
We find that three events clustered in a time window shorter than the one related to the LAT source on only one occasion68
over 12 years (within an interval of 240 s starting at 2017 November 21 at 03:07:33 UTC), but the likelihood analysis of this69
triplet resulted in a low detection significance (TSmax= 16).70
We compute the FAR for the temporal coincidence of the LAT-detected source with GRB 200415A as:
FAR = p Rtriplet ⇥RGRB ⇥d t, [Hz] (10)
where p is the area of the circular region under consideration, RGRB = 3.7⇥10 11 s 1 deg 2 is the rate of SGRBs detected by71
the GBM, obtained from the online catalog of GBM GRBs23 and scaled by the GBM FOV, and d t = 500 s is the coincidence72
time window after the SGRB prompt emission during which we expect a signal in the LAT data. Rtriplet is the mean rate of73
triplets having a Dt smaller than a fixed threshold and, for a value of 500 s, we count only eight triplets over 2.98 years of74
livetime (see Extended Data Figure 2). The resulting FAR is 1.6⇥10 7 yr 1. Considering only events with energies greater75
than 480 MeV (energy of the least-energetic photon within the cluster associated with the GRB), we find only the triplet related76
to the MGF and the FAR accordingly decreases to 2⇥10 8 yr 1.77
We also apply the Bayesian Blocks (BB) algorithm24, 25 to the data set with the BTI removed. We used BB to detect78
and characterize statistically significant variations in rates of LAT g rays, such as the photon time tags analyzed here. It79
provides optimal, maximum goodness-of-fit, segmentation of the observed time series, from among all possible partitions of the80
observation interval. The arrival times of the photons are binned using the BB edges, and a rate for each block is obtained by81
dividing its number of included photons by its width in time. The only free parameter describes the prior for the distribution of82
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the number of blocks. Within a range suggested by calibrations based on limiting the false positive rate for single change-point83
detection25, this penalty constant can be adjusted in the same spirit as with a smoothing parameter. Extended Data Figure 384
shows the results of this analysis for a selected value of the penalty constant, together with daily and weekly counts rates.85
We also display the weekly average exposures. Three epochs are shaded yellow, corresponding to three distinctive observing86
profiles. The first, at the beginning of the mission, coincides with the period in which Fermi had a 35  rocking angle2. This87
was gradually increased until reaching 55  on September 2009. Between December 2013 and July 2015, instead, Fermi spent88
most of its time pointing at the Galactic Center: this corresponds to the second highlighted interval, which is consequently89
characterized, on average, by a decrease of exposure in the direction of the Sculptor galaxy. The last highlighted period starts90
with the occurrence of the solar panel drive anomaly of the Fermi spacecraft3, on March 2018 and ends when a new optimized91
observing profile was adopted to mitigate the effect of this issue in February 2019. Spikes and dips in the exposure are the92
effect of occasional pointed observations (called Targets of Opportunity). However, at the time of GRB 200415A no particular93
features are evident in the time dependence of the accumulation of exposure. The clear spike of g-ray rate at T0 corresponds to94
the cluster of the events arriving within ⇡ 300 s. In particular, there are three events in the bin with the highest rate (and a width95
of 810 s). From simple Poisson statistics, considering the average rate of g rays detected from the direction of Sculptor in the96
remaining time history, the probability of this rate being a fluctuation is 2.3⇥10 3.97
Finally, to estimate the FAR we use a formula similar to equation 10, with d t = 810 s (the width of the time block) and98
Rtriplet replaced by Rblock, namely the average detection rate of blocks exceeding a threshold of 10 3 Hz. With just two such99
blocks in 2.98 years of total livetime (see Extended Data Figure 3), the corresponding FAR is 6.3⇥10 8 yr 1. These results are100
summarized in the second part of Extended Data Table 3.101
Comparison with other LAT short gamma-ray bursts102
Here we compare GRB 200415A with the population of GRBs detected by the LAT. The spectrum of GRB 200415A is typical103
for short bursts detected by the LAT, with a photon index G=-1.7±0.3 consistent with the distribution of photon indices104
GEXT=-2.03±-0.4 (at 90% c.l.) of the 2FLGC. In that catalog, the subscript “EXT” indicates that the integration window that105
is used to compute the photon index is restricted to the duration of the temporally extended emission detected by the LAT,106
which is the most appropriate in the comparison with the photon index of GRB 200415A. The flux and fluence measured for107
GRB 200415A are also typical being on the low end of the distributions. What is quite peculiar about the LAT emission from108
GRB 200415A is its delay and duration.109
The left-hand panel of Extended Data Figure 4, from the 2FLGC, shows the arrival time of the first LAT g ray with110
probability >0.9 of association with the GRB, which marks the beginning of the high-energy emission, as a function of the111
GBM T95, which marks the end of the prompt emission observed by the GBM26. For a short burst, GRB 200415A has a112
exceptionally delayed high-energy emission with respect to the end of the prompt phase. Two other short bursts in the 2FLGC113
show comparable delays: GRB 160702A was detected by Konus-Wind, INTEGRAL (SPI-ACS), Mars-Odyssey (HEND), and114
Swift (BAT)27. Fermi was in the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA) at the time of the trigger, precluding a search for high-energy115
emission during (or immediately after) the prompt emission. Similarly, GRB 170127 was outside the FOV of the LAT, with a116
boresight angle of 142  at the time of the GBM trigger. An Autonomous Re-point Request was issued by the GBM, and the117
LAT detected high-energy emission once the burst entered its FOV. GRB 200415A is the only LAT SGRB that was within118
the FOV at the time of trigger, and additionally its high-energy emission started much later than the end of the GBM prompt119
emission. The right-hand panel of Extended Data Figure 4 shows that GRB 200415A has a relatively long duration at high120
energies for a SGRB. Again, only the same two other SGRBs mentioned above have similar durations.121
GeV g-ray flare from ultra-relativistic debris from a magnetar colliding with an outlying shell122
An MGF is a catastrophic event in the life-cycle of a magnetar, releasing a sizeable fraction of its ⇠ 1048 erg magnetic123
energy28, 29. Different trigger mechanisms have been proposed for an MGF, e.g., a rupture of the solid crust due to magnetic124
stress at the core-cusp boundary28, or a deformation of the magnetosphere30, 31. Such a process releases a huge amount of energy125
within a very short period of time in a small volume near the magnetar with radius r0 = 106r0,6 cm. This produces copious126
e
± pairs and an optically thick fireball32, 33. A qualitative description of this fireball and its evolution34, 35 depends on its total127
luminosity L0 = Lg,iso/xg ⇡ 3⇥1047x 1g, 0.5Lg,47 erg s 1. Here Lg,iso = 1047Lg,47 erg s 1 is the average isotropic-equivalent128
g-ray luminosity during the prompt duration containing 90% of the fluence T90 = 0.141 s period26, and xg = 0.3xg, 0.5 is the129
assumed fraction of the total luminosity in g rays, which includes the magnetic energy and kinetic energy carried by the baryons130






0,6 keV; note that131
the luminosity is lower than that indicative of full thermalization26. Here a = p2k4/15h̄3c3 = 7.6⇥10 15 erg cm 3 K 4 is the132
2The angle between the Zenith and the pointing direction of the LAT. In the standard survey observations the LAT is rocked by a specified angle toward the




radiation density constant. A key finding for GRB 200415A is that the total energy in the LAT emission, ELAT,iso = 3.6⇥1045 erg,133
is much less than the prompt GBM energy of 1.5⇥1046 erg26. This implies that the fireball is ultra-relativistic and the kinetic134
outflow attains a terminal bulk Lorentz factor similar to a critical value obtained from the Thomson opacity argument as34, 35135




0,6 . Here sT is the Thomson cross-section and mp is the mass of the proton. The136
total isotropic-equivalent energy of the kinetic outflow (ejecta), after decoupling from the radiation, is Ek,iso = 3⇥1046Ek,46.5 erg137
with a bulk Lorentz factor Gej = 102Gej,2, where the parameters Ek,46.5 ⇠ Gej,2 ⇠ 1. These numbers may change somewhat if138
the influence of field line flaring in modifying the outflow dynamics is fully taken into account. As we discuss next and in139
contrast to the previously modeled radio nebula from the 2004 MGF of SGR 1806-20 with an outflow velocity ⇡ 0.7c36, 37, this140
ultra-relativistic kinetic outflow is critical for our interpretation of the LAT observation.141
Absent an intermediate electron acceleration site, for example a magnetic reconnection zone in the MHD wind outside142
the light cylinder, no significant emission is produced from the outflow before it interacts with an external shell. The143
external shell is naturally produced as the spindown-powered relativistic pulsar-type MHD wind emanating from the magnetar144
sweeps up the surrounding interstellar medium (ISM) and creates a bow shock. The radial distance of the shell is found145
from balancing in the rest frame of the magnetar (and of the head of the bow shock) the ram pressure of the incoming146
ISM with that of the MHD wind. For nominal values of the spin-down luminosity Lsd = 1034Lsd,34 erg s 1, the proper147
motion velocity of the magnetar v = 103v3 km s 1 and the ISM density n = 10 1.6n 1.6 cm 3, the radius of the bow shock is148






3 cm . The bow-shock shell has an inner part of shocked MHD wind and an149
outer part of shocked ISM, the two being separated by a contact discontinuity.150
The observed collision time between the outflow, which propagates essentially in vacuum, and the bow-shock shell is given151
by tcoll = Rbs/2G2ejc ⇡ 10 s, where we identify tcoll with the arrival time of the first photons to the observer from the head of the152
outflow along the line of sight. The duration of LAT emission, however, depends on the angular time scale over which emission153
arrives from the shocked outflow and bow-shock shell. This time scale is tq = Rbs/2G2shc, where Gsh is the bulk Lorentz factor154
of the forward shock propagating in the outer part of the shell with shocked-ISM (the inner part with shocked-wind offers155
negligible resistance). For a strong shock the density contrast between the outflow and bow-shock shell is f ⌘ nej/nbs ⇡ 30,156
after calculating the outflow ejecta density nej = Ek,iso/4pR3bsmpc2 and nbs ⇡ 4n. As a result38, Gsh = f 1/4(Gej/2)1/2 ⇡ 20 and157
tq ⇡ 400s is sufficiently long to account for the duration of the LAT emission ⇡ 300 s.158
The LAT emission is produced by the shock-accelerated electrons in the material behind the forward shock that is159
propagating into the bow shock. The radiation efficiency ELAT,iso/Ek,iso ⇡ 0.1 is typical of GRB afterglow emission. The160
maximum synchrotron photon energy emitted by these electrons is limited by their acceleration and cooling times to39161
Esyn,max = Gshk(mec2/aF)⇡ 1.4(Gsh/20)k GeV, where aF = e2/h̄c ⇡ 1/137 is the fine-structure constant. The factor k is of162
order unity40 and can be different for differing assumptions about electron acceleration rates and diffusion in a shock layer.163
Therefore, the synchrotron photon energy can explain the highest-energy LAT g ray observed from GRB 200415A if Gsh & 20.164
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Extended Data Table 1. Best fit parameters from the LAT unbinned likelihood analysis. All fluxes are calculated in the 100
MeV–10 GeV energy range.
Source Parameter Value Units T.S.
LAT source Index (G)  1.7±0.3 29
Energy Flux (4.8±2.7)⇥10 9 erg cm 2 s 1
Flux (4.1±2.2)⇥10 6 cm 2 s 1
Liso (7.4±4.2)⇥1042 erg s 1
Eiso (3.6±2.1)⇥1045 erg
GalacticTemplate Const 1 (fixed) 1
IsotropicTemplate Const 1.0±0.8 3
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Extended Data Table 2. List of selected events, highlighting those with high probability (>90%) to be associated with the
LAT-detected source, according to the likelihood analysis. The uncertainty on the estimated g ray energies is of the order of
10%. The last two columns show the angular distance to the center of NGC 253 (the Sculptor galaxy) and the 68% containment
radius of the PSF.
Time since T0 Energy R.A. Dec Prob. Dist.NGC253 s68
(s) (MeV) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
19.18 480 11.8  25.0 0.990 0.3 1.0
130.21 110 359.2  26.4 0.13 11.4 6.7
135.92 410 19.9  25.7 0.13 7.3 2.3
157.96 131 5.9  28.9 0.26 6.4 2.9
180.22 1300 11.7  25.7 0.988 0.5 0.9
221.92 310 7.1  26.8 0.50 4.5 1.5
262.17 350 16.3  25.9 0.31 4.1 1.3
276.87 530 12.8  27.2 0.73 2.1 1.0
284.05 1700 11.0  25.0 0.999 0.9 0.4
357.32 350 17.5  30.9 0.14 7.5 2.6
471.16 140 10.1  21.5 0.75 4.2 2.8
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Extended Data Fig. 1. Likelihood Ratio (LR) values for 105 simulated ROIs. Left: using the standard Rayleigh formula,
right: using the TS map to compute the probability. The red distributions correspond to the point source hypothesis, while the
blue distributions take into account of the galaxy extension. The step in the distributions at low LR is due to many low-LR trials
occupying the first bin. The value of the LRs associated with the Sculptor galaxy are highlighted by red and blue vertical




Spatial Association with the Sculptor galaxy
LR (Rayleigh) 2.9⇥10 3 4.7⇥10 3
LRext (Rayleigh) 1.7⇥10 3 2.9⇥10 3
LR (TS Map) 3.6⇥10 4 6.0⇥10 4
LRext (TS Map) 3.2⇥10 4 5.4⇥10 4
Temporal Association with GRB 200415A
Triplet Analysis 8.3⇥10 7 (Li & Ma) 1.6⇥10 7
Bayesian Blocks 2.3⇥10 3 (Poisson) 6.3⇥10 8
Extended Data Table 3. Association probability and False Alarm Rate.
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Extended Data Fig. 2. Distribution of the time intervals Dt for triplets formed by three consecutive photons with (green) and
without (dashed red) taking into account the correction for the effects of the LAT orbit and FOV. The expected distribution in
case of independent events is represented as a solid black line. The vertical line in blue shows the period of the Fermi orbit
(5790 s), while the orange vertical line indicates Dt = 264.87 s corresponding to the photon triplet detected by the LAT after
GBM detected emission from GRB 200415A.
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Extended Data Fig. 3. Bayesian Blocks representation of the arrival times of the g rays with the prior parameter p=3. Light
green and light blue are the daily and weekly count rates, while the blue curve shows the weekly-averaged exposure (between
100 MeV and 300 GeV, assuming a power-law photon index of  2) for a 1 -radius ROI in the direction of Sculptor for the
entire time of the mission. The three yellow bands highlight three characteristic observing profiles: 35  rocking angle, at the
beginning of the mission, an observation strategy favoring the Galactic Center region, in the middle, and, lastly, the period
between the start of the solar drive anomaly and the implementation of a reoptimized survey strategy.
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Extended Data Fig. 4. Left: onset times (TLAT,0) in the 100 MeV–100 GeV band vs. the end of the GRB as detected by
GBM in the 50–300 keV energy range (TGBM,95). Right: Durations (TLAT,100) calculated in the 100 MeV–100 GeV energy
range vs. the same quantities calculated in the 50–300 keV energy range (TGBM,90). The solid line denotes where the two
values are equal. Empty Blue and filled red circles represent long and short GRBs, respectively (data from 2FLGC3).
GRB 200415A is added and marked with a yellow star. The two SGRBs 160702A and GRB 170127C from 2FLGC, which
exhibit similar durations, are highlighted with a magenta circle and green square, respectively.
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